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Assemblyman Interviewed
By Jim Austin
Question: What will you be
talking about in the speeches that
you'll be making in the area?

Answer: Well, I think that the
major issues for the 66th Assembly
district are first unemployment.
We have one of the highest rates of
unemployment of any area in
Southern California, running in my
district, about 20 percent. And in
the last two years since I've been
elected, we've begun to turn that
around in terms of local economic
development. For example, we
recently obtained the Sears
manufacturing plant for mat
tresses for the San Bernardino
industrial park. And we did that by
concerted local and state effort to

develop economic grants. We area. And that has really been
developed economic grants to blossoming in the last two years.
provide for the develojanent of And it is essential that this sort of
sewers and roads so the industrial local and state support in order to
park could become a desirable get businesses to locate in
place for factories such as Sears to relatively underdeveloped areas,
sudi as the valley floor of San
locate.
Q: Do I understand you to be Bernardino County.
saying that you are Involved In
efforts to put up funds In order to
attract businesses by coming up
with projects, sewers and all that
that would benefit them?

A: That's right. What we are
doing is through the redevelop
ment law, we are able to finance,
on a very favorable basis, the types
of roads and sewer systems that
need to be in place before a factory
can afford to locate in such an

Q: OK. Your opponent. Tammy
Wolflnbarger, the Republican
challenger, has talked In terms of
various Incentives for businesses,
large and small, to come to
California, In terms of shaking
loose some of the regulations and
reducing some of the taxes, for In
stance, Inventor taxes, one of the
things she spent a lot of time
talking about. Is there any kind of
taxes or regulations or whatever

The Weekly
Powprint

Q: Do you plan to Introduce or
that you would be willing to reduce
in order to Invite (induce) support any kind of legislation
aimed at reducing the overall tax
businesses to come out here?
A: Well, I think that inventory burden regardless of whether It's
taxes and other forms of so called property, Inoome or whatever, (ust
wealth taxes, taxes on property, a general reduction of taxes, which
whether it be personal property or of course would call for a general
real property, are the wrong way reduction In spending?

to raise taxes. What we ought to be
taxing is income. And I have
maintained that sinceIfirst began
to run for office in 1972, that the
way to fairly raise taxes is through
the income tax. In fact I have
sponsored legislation to shift the
property tax burden in the area of
social and welfare services and
education from the property tax to
the income tax. The property tax is
just an unfair way to tax people.
And unfortunately that legislation
was defeated, but I intend to
reintroduce it in the legislature and
vigorously support it next year.

A: Well, I ftink that that's ab
solutely correct. What we've got to
do is analyze where we're going to
cut in spending before we decide to
cut the revenue. You put the cart
before the horse when you say
you're going to cut the revenue
without deciding what you're going
to cut in terms of the services. I
think there are some areas where
there's obvious waste. I think that
in particular the Department of
Health and the prop-am it ad
ministers right now is wasting
enormous sums of money.
(Continued to page 4)
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ASB Elections
tomorrow
The ASB Government Elections
Committee announces that the
ASB Fall Elections will be held
Oct. 26 and 27 from 8 a.m. to 7:30
p.m., in front of the Library (South
End). All students may cast ballots ^
in the election upon presenting a
valid student I.D. Card. The class
officers for the freshman and
graduate classes will be elected,
plus four senators-at-large to the
ASB Senate and the ASB Executive
Cabinet Judicial Representative.
The only real contest is the one
for the Freshman Class President.

Three candidates are running: Joe
Baldino, Anthony Duncan, and
Mark Womack. There are four
candidates for the Senator-AtLarge positions: Douglas Cole,
James Gallen, Jane. C. Heister,
and Mike Messer, with four
openings.
Running in uncontested races
are AprilUlery, for freshman class
senator, Clair Covington, for fresh
man class vice-president, Dennis
Harper, for Grad Class President,
Deborah Curman, for Grad Class
Vice-President, and Jeff Baker, for

V'
Judicial Representative. Write-Iri
candidates may win elections to
office, but none have come forward
at this time.
A Run-off Election, if necessary,
will be held on Nov. 3.
The class presidents are voting
members of the ASB Executive
Cabinet. The Class Vice-Presidents
are members of the ASB Activities
Committee.
Each candidate filed a petition
two weeks ago with the Activities
Office containing 25 supporting
student signatures.

Cantlidates' statements;

Graduate Class President
Dennis Harper

The office of Graduate Class
President calls for someone who is
energetic, forceful, honest and
dedicated; someone who can
agressively fight the apathy so
often found at CSCSB. Un
fortunately, no one like that could
be found. My platform will be
based upon that of our two
presidential candidates and, like
theirs, will be dedicated to open,
honest bullshit. I plan to fight
vigorously for a greatly expanded
activities program at my house or
any other place someone will buy
me a drink.
In addition, I feel that we, as
older students, deserve special
considerations and facilities so I
plan to initiate graduate "reststops," complete with rocking
chairs, oxygen tents, cardio
pulmonary resuscitation devices,
color TV's, popcorn and draft beer.
Iwill also work to run a seemingly

corruption free government by
working only with discreet
secretaries and not tape-recording
anything.

I would like to take this op
portunity to
thank those who
have made all this possible, and
whom you, the student body, can
blame. Thanks to Patton State
Hospital, which has given me the
leadership qualities you see here;
to Dave Kantorowitz, who has
given me my seriousness and
.dedication; to Steve Cullen, who
has given me nothing; to Mom and
Dad, who have given me me; and
to Capt. Dong, whose pie-eating
championship has certainly been
the spring-board of my success.

Any objections to this statement
will
immediately denounced as
a misquote or "taken out of con
text."

Hi Mom! Goodnight Halli,
wherever you are.

Terry Goggm, Assemblyman from the 66th Assembly District.
Photo by Austin.

ASB to host rally
second, not the usual one hun
dredth of a set:ond. The distances
will be set by a '66 Olds station
wagon that is accurate to within a
sloppy 3 per cent.
Given a set of instructions that
include directions and speeds, each
driver and navigator team (no
observers allowed) will attempt to
navigate a thirty to forty mile
course that begins and ends at Cal
Entrance fee is one dollar per Strait. The directions will be vague
car.
and misleading, the speeds will be
The rally will be a seat of the well within the law.
Bring your old clunker car, and a
pants, amateur contest. All times
will be scored to the nearest buck, and have a good time.
Dave Fowler and the ASB Ac
tivities Committee will host a car
rally on Thursday, Nov. 4, starting
in the Serrano Village Parking Lot
at 1:30 p.m. The rally will be short,
approximately one hour. An
awards ceremony will begin,
probably in a local tavern, about
one and a half hours after the last
car starts.

Grad VP
Deborah Kurmon
Unlike our graduate class
president-to-be, Dennis Harper,
(at this time, if you have not yet
read his "platform,"I suggest you
do so before reading further) I
woefully admit that I do not
possess a glittering reputation of
fame, i.e. his long-held title of pieeating champion. Yet, I am not
totally devoid of worth. (Since
there exists no one running against
me, 1 do not at this time feel Uie
need to elaborate on that
statement.)
In any organization, it is of the
utmost importance that the
president and vice-president work
together and stand united and
strong on issues of importance. To
do so, it is indeed crucial that all
differences be exposed and aired.
Continued on Page 2)
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Candidates

Freshman Class Pres.
Joe Baldino

My friends, allow me to take a
few minutes of your time to ex
press my sincere desire to
represent your needs as Freshman
Class President. Let me first list
my qualifications. While in high
school,I served as the Sophomore.
Class Vice-President. As a Junior I
was elected A.S.B. representative.
And, as a Senior, I served as the

Boys Forum Senior Class Council
Representative. After graduation,
I worked with The Committee to
Elect Terry Goggin for Assem
blyman. Since Ihave been at Cal
State, I have been elected VicePresident of the Serrano Village
Council andIam also active in the
Intramural Program.
You will find that many can
didates will waste time in the
rehashing of old problems already
apparent to most freshmen. I
believe that actions speak loudo*
than words and Iintend to be a
doer, not a talker.Ibelieve that it
is essential that the Freshman
Class be provided with effective
leadership — NOW — in order for
us to be prepared for the years
ahead of us as students at Cal
State, San Bernardino. I possess
the qualities necessary to provide
for this needed leadership.
In conclusion, it is my wish that
all Freshmen students-^^11show an
interest in the future of their class
andIencourage all of you to vote —
regardless of which candidate you
should choose.

Judicial Rep.
Jeff Baker
The term of 1976-77 will be the
most significant year for CSCSB in
its history. The completion of the
Creative Arts Building, as well as
the Student Union Building, will be
realized this year. Because this
year is such an important one,
there is a need for intelligent, hard
working individuals who are
willing and able to do the great
amount of work necessary in
running this school.

Since the class president
represents you on all issues that
pertain to our class, you want the
office taken seriously. My main
objective is to mold the freshman
class into a voice that not only can
be heard loud and clear across the
entire campus, but one that
prompts action, when and where
necossary.

Anthony Duncan

Business Club open to all
for all types of majors,"
Reisenhofer commented, "and so
provides for a wide range of in
terests."
Presently the Business Club has
approximately 20 members.

"The Business Management
Club is open to aU students who are
preparing for a career in the job
market," says Reisenhofer. "We
want to emphasize that this club is
not just for business majors, but,
for those in all majors who want
assistance in job finding skills."

Kurmon
(Continued from Page 1)

Secondly, his tendencies towards
alcoholism appear to be interfering
with his professional respon
sibilities. C^e's private life must
remain separate from .the job at
;^ind. (A "ncMio" Mr Harper!)
*^Darper's ^cial graduate "rest-

Mark Womack

By Cheryl Brown

Vote for JEFF BAKER for
Judicial Representative!

First, I would like to mildly
chastise Dennis in this statement
of "dedication to open, honest B—
s—." By structuring his platform
after "our two presidential can
didates" he exhibits a marked lack
of originality and creativity, and
is, furthermore, I'm sorry to say,
indirectly, "namedropping" —
engaging in a primitive; -«riTnpiifftjn
form of egoti^.

As your candidate, I'm 19 years
old and an English major who will
go on to law school.
Iwas very actively involved in a
My name is Claire Covington and
high school which had a student
I'm running for Frosh V.P. I.d like
population comparable in size to
to see more activities on campus,
Cal State's. I was most active in
and moce-school spirit.
debate, journalism and athletics.
Of late, I'm a dorm student and
the most active representative on
the food committee to improve the
To the Freshmen class of
food for the students. I'm involved California State College, San
in nearly all activities in Serrano Bernardino, I'm Anthony Duncan
Village.
and I'm running for Freshmen
I feel, however, that the past is Class President.
irrelevant to what we as a class
Many of you may know me as
might want to accomplish.
"Flip", "Tony", or maybe even
The best that I can do is com
The Dune," but whichever you
municate in straight language how use they're all me.
I feel the office at hand relates to
I won't send you through any
you andwhat my specific goals are changes like telling you what Ican
for said office.
(Continuedon Pages)

Claire Couington

Cal State's
Business
Management Club began its fifth
year of service this year. The
organization, according to its
president, Mary Reisenhofer, is
designed to offer students
assistance in finding a job. The
group, which costs a mere $2.00 per
quarter or $5.00 per year to join,
helps its members write resumes,
offers an employer directory, and
his introductory lunches and social
events scheduled with prospective
employers-business people in the
community.

I ask you to vote for me for
Judicial Representative as IfeelI
can do the best job. Your vote will
help to insure that this year will be
the best yet.

Thus wishing to start off on the
right foot,Iwill now proceed to be
honest and open in expressing my
views and opinions — all in the
hopes of developing a warm, close
bond of working efficiency.

I would also like to organize
some freshman oriented groups
and activities that relate to the
problems and situations of a fresh
man in particular.
In closing,Ihave refrained from
any possible comparison to my
competitors.Ileave that up to your
judgement. I stand on my own
merits. My hope is that you let me
represent our class on these
merits. My name is Mark William
Womack. Thank you.
'

stops" are blatantly elitist.
Rocking chairs would loll our
students into even greater apathy.
Oxygen tents wo^d enable our
students to breathe "easier amidst
the smog; to be meaningful, life
must be a struggle, Mr. Ha^r!
Along with his proposed color TV's,
popcorn and draft beer, our
president-to-be seems to be
engend^ing obesity and passivity
among the populace.
Lastly, in diiscussing corr(q}tion.
Harper is obviously exhibiting his
greedy, authoritarian, fascistic
mature in wishing to divest me of
the duties of my office!Istrongly
resent this.Iam the vice president.
Corn^>tion is my job!
Well,I feel mu(^ better now. I
am quite confident that with such
(^n, honest discussion of our
differences, Mr. Harper andIwill
enjoy a very close, warm, unified,
and enlightening association,
giving the school a Rlght-On
Team!

One of the most important
services offered to a member of the
Business Management Qub is
introducing students to members
of the business community, who
are often prospective employers.
The Board of Councillors, con
sisting of a group of business
persons from the surrounding
<X)mmunity, acts as an advisory
group to the School of Ad
ministration. These men and
women, many of whom are the
heads of firms, provide speakers,
luncheons, and tours at their
pacific companies.
These activities provide a way
for students to get acquainted with
possible future employes on an
informal basis, andaiso get an idea
of what the firm is really like. The
Board of Councillors includes
heads of banks and department
stores, as well as public service
professions. "Within each firm
represented there are job openings

Although the majority of the
members are juniors and seniors,
Reisenhofer hopes that the
Business Management Club
(BMC) will attract more freshmen
and sophomores as there is a need
to develop good job-finding skjlls
early in one's college care^.
The BMC, whose advisor is Dr.
Bert Scott, is one of four business
clubs operating on this campus.
The accounting Gub, Alpha Kappa
Psi, and Rho Zeta Chi are other
such organizations. The Ac
counting Gubis primarily oriented
toward the accounting student.
Alpha Kappa Psi, which just
recently opened up its membership
to women, is a chapter of the
national business fraternity.
Rho
Zeta Chi is a business sorority
open to Ixith women and men, for
the purpose of helping- women to
understand the business world.
Reisoihofer is also the secretary of
this organization.
Because Alpha Kaap Psi now
allows women to participate in its

activities, the need for Rho Zeta
(hi is questionable. There is the
possibility that the two groups will
merge at some future date.
So far this year, all meetings of
the business clubs just mentioned
have been joint meetings. The
si^gestion has been made to
combine all of the clubs under one
name and eliminate the necessity
of paying dues for all clubs if
someone wants to join all of them.
At the present tipie groups meet
individually only when there is
something specif planned for that
group. If this merger were to take
place,'the different clubs would
form committees of the larger
group.
The last meeting of the business
clubs featured Dr. Paul Esposito
from the Job Placement (hnter
speaking to the group about what
is needed to register at the center.
Dr. Esposito discussed resumes,
the Job News Bulletin that is sent
out to students approximately
twice a month, and the need to
have a permanent resume on file at
the center. Reisenhofer said there
was a good turnout from all'of the
clubs.
Career Day is the next event that
the business clubs will participate
in. On Thursday, Oct. 28 from 8
a.m. until 12 noon, high- school
students will be visiting the
campus and attending presoitations. Dr. (3iuck Christie, School
of Administration co-ordinator for
the event, has asked the business
clubs to make a presentation on
campus clubs and to help conduct
tours.
TTie next joint meeting of the
business clubs will be held on Nov.
1 at 1p.m. in LGSOO. Discussion of
next month's activities is planned.
All interested students are invited
to attend.

Candidates
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(Continued from page2)

do for you because of the fact that
it would be doing just that, telling
you what I can do and not what I
will do.
I'll let jny experience do the
talking. In High SchoolI served as
sophomore, junior, and senior
class V.P.Ihave been president of

many campus clubs, and head of
many committees. I am at the
present time holding the office of
president of my church Jr. Usher
Board.
Now its up to you as to what you
want, a lot of talk or some action.I
want your votes.
Stay cool and I'll see you around.

Senator of large
Doug Cole
My name is Doug Cole and I'm a
candidate for the office of ASB
Senator-at-Large. I'm running
becauseIenjoy being involved in a
political process that affects an
environment of whichIam a part.
As a student I am aware of
IH'oblems here at the Ckillege; as a
member of the Senate 1can

as a voice in bringing these
problems tolight, and act to rectify
them.

Iwant to emphasize thatI enjoy
being in the political realm.I feel
that if you enjoy doing something,
you tend not only to work harder at
it, but also help to create an at
mosphere where progress is made
for its own sake. Or, to put it
bluntly, if you like doing
something, you seem to get a hell
of a lot more done.

I've had experience in student
politics as President of the
Veterans Club and member of the
Student Forum while a student at
Riverside City College. As such, I
am familiar with the ''rules of the
games", and feel confident of my
abilities to work within those
parameters and still get things
done.

Mike AAessar
I am running for senator at
large. I stand for more booze and
more activities on campus.
Vote for me and let it be.

I'll work hard for you in any way
that I can. No false promises, no
pseudo claims, no pie-in-the-sky.
I'll just do what I can to make
things a little better for all of us. I'd
appreciate your vote.
Thank you.

The Eagles (left to right): Randy Meisner; Glenn Frey; Don Henley; Don Felder; Joe Walsh. Photo
by Kerry Kegelman.

The Eagles have landed
pression that theirs was to be a Eagles still demonstrated that they
passive concert. That notion was could grab the audience by the
quickly dispelled, though, as lead ears and not let go, as eveidenced
By Kerry Kugelman
guitarist Joe Walsh poured out riff bjt their stunning harmonies on
Move over, Mick dagger and after incredible riff as the night "Lyin' Eyes," "Already Gone,"
Elton John — the Eagles have went on. About the only disap and "One of These Nights," Joe
landed! The high-flying band from pointment
was
the
stage Walsh's superb voice bag solo on
Los Angeles took the Inglewood choreography, which, at its more "Rocky Mountain Way," and the
Forum by storm last Wednesday frenetic moments, gave one the use of a string ensemble to fill out
night, the second performance of a impression that the whole band some songs.
sellout four-night stand there. Ever desperately needed to go to the Surprisingly, for their final
since their first hit, "Witchy bathroom. As silly as it was, encore number, the Eagles played
Woman," made the Top Ten way however, it was soon foi^otten as "Tequila Sunrise," a slow, mellow
back in 1972, the Eagles, hard the music began to smooth things tune, which was greeted by
rockers with a distinctive Western" over.
tumultous applause, nonetheless.
flair, have been riding high on a
With all the hoopla made about
wave of chart-busting albums and
'theatre rock,' and 'stage
singles. In addition, they can boast
Not too much can really be said prescence,' the Eagles came
of an appearance at the California about the rest of their act (ad across as a supergroup just bv
Jam (1974), and capacity crowds mittedly, at times it became boring playing good rock'n'roji ~ and
wherever they perform.
because of flawless, note-for-note isn't that what it's all about?
Opening the set Wednesday night rendition of certain numbers),
with "Hotel California," the except that for all the patness, the
Eagles initially gave the im

VALENTI'S
LIQUOR

Doobie Bros, do it
Oakland Coliseum), would have
been hard put to equal it.
All things considered, for the
Doobie Brothers, the proof of the
pudding is in the eating; that is, if
we all "Listen to the Music," they
should be around for a long time to
come.

By Kerry Kugelman

Escape'76
Sign-ups are now being taken for
the Escape '76 Day Hike to the
West Fork of the San Gabriel River
in the Angeles National Forest
Saturday October 30th. The group
is schedi^ed to leave the campus 9
a.nTi.'
1?ie
Gabriel is one of the
largest m-year,rivers in Southern
Cali^rnia^^pd the only one of note
ttof^?jwKc6yered with houses and
str^e.^-ti^ere will be no set hike as
the'^'^a is covered with trails,
e^(^ "a, jvoodsy idyllic walk. For
those of you with licenses the San
Gabriel can offer some interesting
native trout fishing.
Sign-up is in Student Services 123
(Activities Office), and there is no
charge except to help pay for gas in
the car pool. Bringing a sack lunch
is also a good idea.

When the Doobie Brothers came
to the Swing Auditorium a week
ago Friday, they brought some
jazz with them and left the im
pression that jazz and rock, as a
combination, are here to stay.
Although the Doobies have had a
fuller sound since their addition of
former Steely Dan guitarist Jeff
"Skunk" Baxter, and keyboardistvocalist Michael McDonald in 1975,
they still had not reached their full
potential. Bringing the Memphis
Horns, an exciting brass combo, on
tour with them may have provided
the impetus to do just that.
Throughout the concert, the Horns
fired the Doobies' music with a
richer, fuller sound, but without
ever overpowering the songs. In
fact, so smoothly did the jazz and
rock mesh, that Jeff Baxter's
substitution for absent lead
guitarist Tom Johnston v
not
even noticed by most of the
wd.
Instead, there were pleasant
burst of musical energy, radiating
from the band at the high points of
each song, and which increased in
frequency and intensity as the
concert progressed.

CLOSEST LIQUOR
TO GAL STATE
Open 11 p.m.,
later on weekends
Though some may have found
the Doobie Brothers' wellorchestrated music and stage
theatrics a little too perfect, the
mood of the crowd was such that
even Elton John, had he been there
(a la "A Day on the Green",

LARGE SELECTION
OF IMPORTED WINE
AND BEER

—753 W. 40111 —
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Goggin interview ...
For example, the fee for service
system whereby a person can go
and see a doctor, and the doctor
can charge whater he deems is
appropriate. The person going to
the doctor doesn't pay the bill,and
is happy to go to the doctor
because they ar^'t personally
liable for the expense that they're
running up. They can go to the
doctor for a simple cold. The
doctor can prescribe medicine, call
it an upper-resperatory infection
and charge 35 or 40 dollars for the
office call. The state picks up that
cost.
That is wrong. The system,
which was devised under the
Reagan administration I mi^t
add, it's a Republican ad
ministration, is totally wasteful. It
doesn't provide appropriate
medical services where needed,
and it ix'ovides innai^ropirate
medical services where it's not
needed.
Q: Wasn't ttiat due to a federal
court ruling saying that if there's
to be any cuts in Medicaid servicesat all, it has to a broad and general
cut rather than —(The phone rang
and the question was forgotten by
both parties)
The tape is now on. You were
talking about deregulation of oil
and gas (during the interrupting
phone conversation). Is this
concerning state regulations or
federal or both?

A: No. It would refer to the
Federal regulation of natural gas
prices. And the {x-oblem we're
having in regard to natural gas is
this: there's something called the
interstate market, the sale of gas
between states. Then th^-e's a
second market called the in
trastate market which is the sale of
gas within a state.
The interstate market is
regulated at a price of roughly 52
c^ts today per thousand cubic
feet. The intrastate market is not
regulated, and the current market
P'ice there is two dollars per
thousand cubic feet. Nearly four
times the interstate market. As
California is concerned, Califor
nia's gasis being siphoned oR from
California to the intrastate market
in Texas, Oklahoma and Lousiana.
and we can't buy it at 52 cents per
thousand feet enough gas to
supply us with our needs. And in
1979, we'll in fact face a curtail of
industrial customers and even
tually, if the situation continues, or
residentall customers.
Q; Let me get this clear. Are you
talking about smuggling gas
across state lines to sell in another
state at the higher allowed prices?'

A: No. It's perfectly legal.
They're just selling the gas within
Texas, at two dollars rather than,
selling to California at 50 cents.
Q: Do you favor deregulation of
prices of natural gas?

mittees and all that. Do you expect
them to really continue to func
tion?

A: WeU, I believe in the free
enterprise system and in people
making a fair proBt. And I think
that there is a reasonable area
where we can have privite en
terprise make a reasonable profit
wito the proper attention —
Q: What's reasonable?

A: What do you mean what's
reasonable? What is reasonable is
based on the specific cir
cumstances involved.
Q: Would the market price be
reasonable?

A: Sure. The market price is a
reasonable price if you have a fair
con^titive system. If you actuaUy have producers of a product
competing against each other so
that consumers are able to chose
betwen people who are competing
against each other. But whai you
have a monompoly which is what
you have in toe oil industry, you
Map of the 66th Assembly District. Photo by Kugelman.
don't have the producers com
peting against eadi other. You
have th^ in collusion, setting the
A: One of two things must occur then you either have government price which toe consumers are
in order for California to have regulate that monopoly or te'eak
forced to pay.
adequate gas supplies: we must that monopoly up or permit the
Q: Has there been any proof of
either regulate the intrastate monopoly to set the prices.
market as well as the interstate Monopoly is obviously not goint to any collusion?
A: Oh absolutely. Cor^ess has
market or we must deregulate the be responsive to toe citizens. So if
interstate market. You cannot you're going to keep the monopoly, done ei^t years of investigation on
have one market regulated at a you might as well regulate it. And the anti-trust problems in toe
lower ix'ice than another market. that's the theory b^ind it so you petroleum industry, and there are
0; Which do you prefer?
don't have toe shareholders who're voluminous congressional reports
A: Well,Iwould favor giving the int^ested in profits setting toe
which have concluded that toe oil
monopoly structure of the oil and price, but rather have the industry is highly monopolistic,
gas industry today regulation of representatives of the people and that they do not compete
both markets. But short of that, I setting the price.
against each other. We know for a
I suppose toe optimum solution fact that the countries that are
would favor anything which would
get us adequate gas at a would be to restore free entenx'ise produdng the petroleum have
reasonable price so that we don't and competition to the oil industry. establididd
a
cartel
and
have to import liquified natural Of course the republicans have established a market price.
gas at five dollars per cubic feet not be^|M*epared to prosecute and There's no competition there, and
which is five times, more than five use the antitrust laws against the the American companies simply
times the current price that we're oil industry, and that's why we take the international cartel price
paying.
Q: You've indicated a general
favoring of overall regulation
inter- as well as intrastate. Hasn't
every time any price regulation
had been attempted, there resulted
in various shortages in whatever it
is that they were regulating prices.
Whether it's in a competitive field
or a so-called monopolitive field or
whatever, hasn't maximum prices
below the market rate invariable
resulted in shortages of that item?

A: No. That's not a true
statement. Natural gas has been
regulated for 25 years. And it is
only since the Republican ad
ministration came into office in
1968 with a change in the members
(rf the federal power commission
that we've had toe type of runaway
IM'ices permitted in the intrastate
market and siphoning oR gas from
the regulated market and it's just
basically bad management.
The reason for the regulation is
very good. If you do not have a free
^terprise system, if you have
instead of monopoly structure.
FRKK ESTIMATKS

Gibson's Auto Body
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
COLJJ8ION ae RAINTINO
STH ae WATERMAK
(28S a. STH 83m
BAN BERNARDINO. CA.

MECHANIC
ON DUTY

sss-aefs

that in toe oil industry you have oil
companies entering into so-called
joint ventures where eight or ten
companies will invest in a par
ticular field or in a particular
venture. They become partners in
that venture. Whai you have it
common in the oil industry for all
production to be a product of a joint A
venture, you don't have really a
market structure which has
con^titors who are not related to
each other, competing against
eadi other, but instead you have
partners who are intimately in
volved with each other in terms of
their profits because they are
altered into these joint ventures
with each other. They can't afford
to compete gainst each otha
because what is good for them
selves is to have their partners
successful.
If you have toe
partners in
timately involved with each other
at the production aid, they can't
afford to compete wito each other
because of toe ix'ofits involved If
they cut prices against their
business partner they're hurting
themselves. Because if their
business partners are hurt by
cutting prices, that business
partner is not going to be able to
hold uphis end of toe bargain in the
partnership that they're in, and
therefore the incentives are
conqiletely reversed.
There is no incaitive to compete.
In fact the market structure in this"
business relationaship wito each
other is so tight that they have
every incentive not to compete
with each other and to go along
with toe so-called posted price
which is as I said tefore
is the
international price set by the in
ternational cartel which just so
hai^ens to produce tremendous
amounts of ix'ofits for the oil in
dustry.

"I believe in the free enterprise system and in people making
a fair profit."

have the mess in the energy in
dustry that we've got today.
We've got the energy industries
making enormous ix-ofits. We've
got consumers paying outrageous
prices. We've got the enagy in
dustry prepared to blackmail toe
state of Cilalifornia in natural gas.
And the Republican administration
sits back in Washington and
doesn't resist this but in fact helps
them implement this type of black
mail. And it's outragious. AndIfor
one intend to doeverythingIcan as
diairman of the Enagy Sub
committee in toe Assembly to fi^t
that type of thing, and I'm very
hopeful that a Democratic ad
ministration in Washington is
going to change some of these
policies around.

and forced it down the throats of
the American consumer. There's
no competition there.Imean that's
an obvious fact.
And vou have a situation in
Washington where the Democratic
Congress has produced this
evidence, and the Republican
administration and the Republican
attorney general have refused to
take that evidence and properly
prosecute the oil con^anies with
the obvious anti-trust violations
that have occurred.

Q: Throughout the years of In
vestigations, you know I've read
about accusations make of
collusions, or purposely witholding
the oil from the market until the
price is right, and all that. Has
there been any specific evidence of
Q: Do you bellve that various that produced by any of the
businesses would continue to committees investigating the
operate and produce the gasses, . matter?
oil, other things that are necessary
' A; Absolutely. The evidence is,
In an atmosphere which as exem as I said before, voluminous. For
plified from your statements would examine the Senate Anti-Truste
be hostile to their Interests? For Subcommittee headed by Senator
instance, you're talking about
Philip Hart of Michigan has
regulating, bring prices down, produced an extensive analysis of
calling them before your com
the petroleum industry showing

And I wouldn't mind that so
mudi if the oil industry was
jdowing these profits back into
exidoring for oil. But of course
we've had this experience of Mobil
taking its profits and not plowing
its back in for exploring for oil but
instead going out and buying
Montgomery Wards and diver
sifying into non-energy fields,
which is fine so far as the
shar^older of Mobil is concerned.
But what you're doing is taking
tremendous prc^ts vtoich the oU
companies have been permitted to
make because of a monopoly
structure and allowing those
con^ianies to in effect give their
shareholders windfall profits of
enormous (X'oportion at toe cost of
the consumer.
Q: Now my understanding Is that
If there Is to be any new oil found It
will be either in U.S. government
held lands, lands which they are
holding for
future and or
emergency use, or It's going to be
offshore. And if either the federal
government continues to hedge in
allowing the oil to be used or 11
offshore oil continues to be banned,
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A van for all seasons
By Way Byers

A new status symbol has come to
mankind. A machine that makes
an old man feel young, a young
man feel important and both feel
wanted. For as soon as a person
acquires one, aU the unfortunate
"have nots" want the owner for a
friend. When the machine hurtles
down the street, the variegation
and chrome make a splash of color
and flash of light against the
background.

window and pick up battle scars
from passing trucks.
It came to the attention of those
riding in the rear of the van, along
with some bruises, that the surf
boards were hard and rather un
comfortable to sit on for long
periods of time. So the boards were
placed on top of the van, generally
on cushioned racks built for this
purpose. Then blankets or pads of
some sort were placed on the floor
of the van to cushion tender rear
ends from the pounding punish
ment provided by the flattened
springs or broken ^ock abosrbers.

When it comes to a stop, it sits
impatiently quivering, a half-purr,
half-rumble coming from its en
A; Well I did not sponsor a trails, like a big cat as people
Boratorium to ban offshore stroke its shiny coat. This is the
in the laeO's, the term "van"
Wiing. That was not what my bill Modal A of the 70's; the California ^took on some bad connotations.
_1 But what my bill did was Van!
'Iliis was at the time when the
assert California jurisdiction over
reactTcnaries to established
ttie offshore development, offshore
society, the Hippies< 'came into
Tne California Van acquired its
California. And it irovided that
name, like the Jersey Cow, from its prominence and were using
any development would have to
Volkswagen buses and vans to
place of origin. In its infancy in the
iriace complyii^ with our
travel around the country. They
1950's, the van was an old panel
safety regulations and our en
truck used to haul groceries, painted these vehicles in multivironmental regulations. It does
hued and gaudy colors. To top off
nursery plants, or buckets of paint
not by any stretch of the
during the week. On the weekends, the decor they added antiimagination
prohibit
the
establishment mottos and peace
it was borrowed by the younger
generation for trips to the beach. signs on the sides. This aggravated
a lot of people. Because the hippies
The van was the ideal vehicle for
beach trips because the wide doors were generally dirty, their clothing
"There are many
in the rear would allow the surf ragged and filthy and they kept
their vehicles in the same general
areas . . . that have boards to be placed inside without condition,
most people began to
bending them, and they fit entirely
not been properly
within the van. It wasn't like using think of anyone who was not im
tf
an automobile, where the end of maculately dressed and who
explored for oil.
the board would stick out of a traveledIn a dirty van as a hippie."
I ttntferstand you tpontortd a
moratorium, where is the new oil
folny to come from?

development offshore area. It in
fact in my judgement at least
would encourage it by requiring
reasonable regulations which
would avoid the types -of lawsuits
that have occurred under the
bpcal federal develoinnent which
runs roughshod over the obvious
interests or the adjacent lan
downers and the citizens who
surround the. developed area.
I'll just give you an example if
we had massive develoixnent of
Santa Monic^ Bay, which was one
of the original proposals, and you
didn't have strict controls, you
didn't have for example subsea
completions, as opposed to above
ocean completions with the
derracks being visable for miles
around. If you didn't have proper
regulation of that then you would
destroy the land and recreational
values of Santa Monica Bay and
beach which the citizois of at least
ttte San Bernardino community I
know utilize. They certainly uti^e
die Newport Beach area. They
proposed massive development
down there. Andit was that type of
ynrestricted development that my
was aimed at.
But it is untrue to say that we
only have petroleum in offshore
areas or fe^ral areas. There are
many areas in this country that
have not be^ properly colored
fOT oil. And the independent oil
companies are finding oil all the
time and gas all the time. The
majors are not really spending the
money to locate on shore oil. They
^nd most of their money off
shore, by which I mean intcnation^y, out of the United
States. They don't really spend
their capital searching for oU
domestically. The independents do
that, and the independents are
finding oil in new fields all the
time.

Cage," "Muff Diver Special," or
In the 1970's, when the Vietnam
"Don't laugh, your daughter may
War ended, the hippie syndrome
be in the back."
seemed to dissipate, but vans did
not disappear. The young citizenAt one time, just about every van
soldier was now being discharged in the country carried the slogan,
and returned to his peacetime "Keep Truckin'." The reason for
occupation of riding around in a this has been lost in antiquity. It is
car and trying to pick up girls, and believed to have been a sop, by the
he took the hippies' place.
van owners, to the drivers of the
eighteeen-wheel highway monsters
who the van owners were afraid
He saw the vans with the weird might be jealous of their jazzy
paint jobs and decided that this transportation and try to run them
was exactly what he needed to off the road. This slogan is now
show that he was different from becoming passe' and is slowly
other people. Besides, he could put disappearing from sight as vans
more girls in a van and do more receive new paint jobs.
than he could in a Honda Qvic. So
. The ownership of vans is
he invested his mustering out pay
gradually shirting from the young
in a van that would show his per and impoverished to the mature
sonality.
and middle class, who are
Personality depiction took some
rather extreme paths for some van
owners. The van exteriors were
painted in some very strange,
unearthly patterns and colors and
sporting geometric designs or
artificial flames streaming down
the sides. Instead of a slogan that
mutely muttered "Peace Now
Baby',, beside a crudely drawn
peace sign, the vans began
carrying outdoor scenes by
professional artists or exotic
names and slogans in vivid colors
that cried "The Draggin' Wagon,"
"The Chicken Coop," "The Bird

Franking
A privilege or right?
By Mary Martin

Does the franking privilege that
our congressmen possess give
them the right to use it for their
own glorification and benefit? One
would think that the post office has
enough junk mail to process
without the additional burden from
our representatives in Washington.
Our distinguished members of
the House ana Senate receive along
with their numerous other fringe
boiefits, unlimited free mailing
privileges on "office business"
mail, plus postage allowances up to
$1,740 a year for a senators and

$1,140 for representatives. The
catch comes in the interpretation
of "office business."
All registered voters are bom
barded with newsletters telling us
what a great job that particular
representative has done for us
while he has been in office. Then,
somehow, always alwut re-election
time, he will develop an acute case
of questionnairitis. He never
valued our opinion before. Wonder
why, suddenly, we areimportant to
him. It is a very good psychological
ploy and gives the incumbent a"

distinct advantage over his op
ponents, that's why!
It is time for the taxpayers to
quit subsidizing the re-election of
incumbents. Perhaps, one answer
would be for the constituents to
have a franking privilege to write
their congressmen. Then it would
be easier to give him our opinion,
whether requested or not, or
whether he is up for re-election or
not.
Franking is a privilege, not a
right, and when it is abu^, the
privilege should be taken away.

Military people — Unite!
By George L. P^ts

In the last year, the 94th
Congress has been nibbling away
at benefits applicable to military
retirees such as the Sick Pay
Exclusion, Unemployment In
surance Coverage, the one percent
Consumer Price Index lag period
increment (Kicker), and has
seriously considered discontinuing
the support of the commissary
system (due to intense grocery
industry lobbying), and to permit
the individual states to tax the
Commissaries and Post Exchange
sales at the counters, something
unprecedented in the entire history
of military life.
Much objection has been raised
by
military
and
vetern
associations to stop Congress from

using the military segment as
"punching bag" in order to satisfy
other interest groups. Regretfully,
these associations have not been
very effective because their in
termediation is centralized in the
Cajxtol, and thra^efore they lack the
necessary organized clout at the
local Congressional district level to
make themselves heard.
But now. Congress has ad
journed for the forthcoming
elections and now it would be a
good time for the military retiree
(or active duty man) to check the
voting records of the incumbent
congressmen, before going to the
ballot box. Should the voting
records not be available, a
congressman's position may be
obtained by calling him personally
at his district office. Remember,

three-and-a-half million votes
carry a lot of clout if used wisely,
and most of all, if used locally.
Use it-

changing the appearance of the
van again. The van exteriors have
taken on a more traditional look.
They are being painted in one solid
color, generally ina metallic paint,
with a name painted on the side or
the rear — depending on whether
the owner is a side or rear man —
that fits the owner's psyche, such
as "Wallie's Wagon," "Jerry's
Jalopy," or "Perry's Penthouse."
The structure of the van has
changed from the low silhouette of
the 1950's delivery wagon, to a tall,
box-like structure with an enor
mous windshild, blister windows
on the sides, and a screened
ventilator on Uie top. The insides
have been carpeted, even the walls
and ceiling. The pads on the floor
have been replaced, first by
padded benches and then in
dividual chairs. Some hot-blooded
innovative owners pulled out the
benches and chairs and replaced
them with a couch that could be
unfolded to make a bed. Other
owners, who lacked tl j necessary
self-control, dispensed with the
couch and simply installed a bed.
The California Van today is a
large mobile steel box with a
refrigerator, a portable stove,
stereo tape deck, CB radio, whip
antennas, and sometimes a
television set. The van rolls along
the highway on super wide balloon
tires, which proudly proclaim to
the world in large, raised, white
letters, "POS-A-TRACTION."
What started out as a vehicle to
carry surf boards to the beach has
in approximately twenty years
grown into not only a status
symbol, but a miniature home
away from home, which can take
you almost anywhere; to the
beach, the desert, or over the river
and though the woods to grandnut's house.

HENRY LEON, JR., Agent
3280 North "E" Street
San Bernardino, Calif. 92405
Off. 886-4896 — Res. 875-4990

;mefor all your&niily
insurance needsr
Ldte a good neighbor. State Farm isdiere.
Slate Farm iMuianca Comoames • Home OHices Bloommgion. Illinois
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Jntrgmurals

IM flag tied at 20business majors.
These mistakes and more of the
There were a couple of tight ones Cougars "Komy" defense led to
(beep-beep) in the Pantiwaist the questionable outcome of this
division this week, but let's get the contest.
bad news out of fte way first:
Reliable sources tell me that the
There was a tragic side note to actual score might very well have
this week's play. The Cougars been 21 to 20 in favor of the M M
picked up the contract of Dwayne Goods.
Elf for a month-old, open, can of
But Korn, Cap'n Dong and the
Coors.
lovely vivacious Mike "Drive Ya'
My condolences to you, Cougars. Home a Deal" Shaffer threatened
What a waste of beer.
to "cut off" Maria.
In the first game the M M Goods
When confronted with this
fondled the Cougars to a 20 to 20 tie. prospect, she quickly agreed to the
The game saw the Goods burst dubious outcome.
out to a 7 to 0 lead on an in
The second game provided C^l
terception and subsequent return State with its second Pantiwaist
for a touchdown by the chesty, I folk hero, Dianne Bloecker. This
mean stout, leader of the Goods, delectable little dormie, this
Maria Myers. The conversion was football phenom is the leader of the
made by Roger "Butt Plug" Odle. dorms own answer to-the Green
But a tough defense lead by Bay Packers of the mid-sixties, the
Cap'n Dong, who incidentally, also Grabbers.
scored a touchdown on an in
She led her team to a startling
terception and Gayle "Look at come-from-behind (another beepthose Legs" Hendrickson, causejL. beep) 20 to 18 victory over the Trymistakes by the aging Goods ers.
PANTIWAIST

CHilUBnE:
If you've got it,
if you
want it, mn.k
AX.
If you think
you'reia leader fihou) lU, . That's
what we ask and expect of every
college student who applies for our
Officer Candidate Class programs.
With ground, air, and law options,
twelve weeks of hard but rewarding
ttaining at Quantico, Virginia
earns the graduate a commission as a
Marine Officer.

Early in the first half the game
looked like the Try-ers vs.
residents of Forest Lawn.
A balanced tryers offense led by
the great passing combination of
Dennis Mendonca to Dennis
Mendonca, and the brilliant run
ning of Dennis Mendonca led the
Try-ers to an 18 to 9 lead late in the
first half.
A late first half touchdown run
by Richard Tram kept the game
from becoming an apparent first
half runway for the Try-ers.
In the second half, however, the
story changed. The Grabbers
grabbed Dennis Mendonca and the
Try-ers didn't try hard enough to
stop the dazzling offense led by
that scrumptious sweetheart,
Dianne Bloecker.
So, as the clock ran out and the
dust cleared, the Grabbers had
completed the great comeback, a
20 to 18 victory.
COMMISSIONERS NOTE

As the game progressed last
Friday, I noticed something
necessary to comment on. In the
Try-ers vs. the Grabbers there was
a lot of grunting and other assorted
sounds which essentially are the
product of hard-hitting. The
Pantiwaist Division was set up as a

totally competition "low key" fun
league. If you wanted to really hit
hard then you should have signed
up to play Black and Blue Football.
But, as it is too late to change
leagues, and the Pantiwaist league
will not change to accommodate
you, maybe you should tone it
down.
BLACKANDBLUE

The big Black and Blue Division
news this week is that the Geeks
and the Headhunters were bad
sports, while the Mickey Mouse
Club and the Raiders were good
boys.
Well, Geeks and Headhunters
stick out your hands. Slap!!
In the "Yell at the Referees"
Bowl, the Geeks beat the
Headhunters in a clean, hardfought 25 to 13 victory.
A new Black' and Blue Division
and overall scoring leader
emerged in this game.
He is Ivan Glasco, who scored 18
points Friday, to bring his total to
25. Ivan, your stereotyped football
player, 5'8" and a burly 125 pounds
probably, seems to do his damage
by hiding behind big people.
Then when no one is looking,
sneaks out and scores the touch
down that breaks your back.

That's the way the game went. A
tough Headhunter defense led by
Jean Idiart and Seakarizi Tuatto
stopped Ron Miller.
But Geek quarterback Andy
Butis closed his eyes and flung the
ball down the field, and there was
Ivan, touchdown!!
Steve
Buice
is
to
be
congratulated as he played football
last week instead of wrestling with
opposing linemen. This greatly
added to the closeness of the game.
Mike West put down the
playbooks last week and played
good football. But his team's in
spired play led by quarterback Al
Diaz and backs Mike Sawyer and
John Perry, was not enough to beat
the Mickey Mouse Club (MMC).
The MMC led again by a strong
performance by their Q.B. Jerry
Tripp and five different receivers
who scored points in the awesome
M.M.C. offensive aerial show.
This week'sMMC defense hada
new face, Mike "Animal" Ainsworth, who teamed up with
CJordie "Kill the Q.B" Miller to
make Al Diaz's life miserable.
The final score was 26 to 12 in
favor of the Super Bowl bound M M
C.
(Continuedon Paget)

Racer'slavern
560 W. 40th St,
San Bernardino,
602-9222

Responsibility for the lives of men
you'll lead, or for the multi-million
dollar aircraft you'll fly.
It takes a special kind of man to
seek and accept responsibility like
that. If you're that special kindj

WEDONlSnnE

HnHOBnius.

Coors, Bud, Michelob on tap.
Pool table, pinballs, pong, juke box.
imported/domestic beers: Sodas.

TlieMarine Corps
The Officer Selection Team Will Be
On Campus 26-27 October
At The Main Entrance Of Commons

College Night
Thursday, 8 p.m. - 2 a.m.

BEER IS $1.25 A PITCHER
L...

J
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Do liberals want prosperity?
By Jim Austin

It has been generally believed
ttiat liberals and left-wingers are
motivated by a desire to raise the
standards of living of the people,
particularly those on the bottom of
the economic scale.
Are they?
"What America really needs is
more shortages."
No, that isn't some corporate
executive conspiring to create
Portages to raise prices. That's
James Reston (Good liberal!!!)
He continues: "It's not our
Portages but our surpluses that
are hurting us. . .Americans have
always been able to handle

austerity and even adversity;
prosperity's what's doing us in'."
(Reader's Digest "Press Section,"
Feb. 1974, p. 18-19.)
Here is a liberal gloating over
the projected decline in the
economic conditions of the
American people.
Conservatives, particularly the
libertarian types, have taken for
granted that liberals and, in a
perverse way, left-wingers wanted
to improve the lot of the people and
have argued accordingly. Over the
years, pro-capitalist economists
have laboriously sought to prove
that most of the problems liberals
complain of is the result of their
own policies: that inflation, booms

and busts, coercive monopolies,
chronic unemployment, shortages
and other economic dislocations
result from governmental actions.
They have demonstrated their
case beyond anyone's power to
refute. The problem is that their
reasoning is long and involved and
often taxes the patience of skep
tical listeners. It is at best difficult
to persevere in making those
points against rhetoric, evasion,
superficial
reasonings,
irrelevancies, emotional appeals
and other such drivel.
In the past there was some
justification in ignoring the works
of laissez faire economists. From
W* 'J War II to the 1960's, in

creased governmental activity in
the economy was accompanied by
increased affluence of middle and
lower
income
Americans.
Superficially one could conclude
that liberal economic policies
work.
Now that we are in state of
economic decline, a reevaluation
of current Keynesian economics
would appear to be in order. (The
fact that we're under a Republican
administration should not obscure
the fact that virtually no
significant change in policies has
taken place as Nixon himself af
firmed being a "Keynesian "
shortly after taking office.) Ac
cording to the current doctrine, it
ooooooooeoooc

Shirley
Pettis...

service and
sincerity.

Shirley Pettis speaks to the issues;
SENIOR CITIZENS — "Our senior
citizens worked hard to make this the
best country on earth and I am not
prepared to say 'thank you' and forget
them. I want to see increased social
security benefits, health and nutritional.
services, and greater opportunities for
housing for our senior citizens. They
deserve our gratitude — not indifference."
SERVICE — "One of my important
duties as your Member of Congress is to
serve the needs of my constituents; i
feel that the Federal bureaucracy should
do no less. I want less bureaucracy and
more help from the bureaucracy for the
people it is supposed to serve — the
American people."
ECONOMY — "The Federal budget has
increased 40% in the last two years and
that's too much. Our goal must be a
balanced budget. This is possible only
with rational management in the Congress.

TUES. NOV. 2 — RE-ELECT
CONGRESSWOMAN SHIRLEY PETTIS
37th DISTRICT.
Local Committee

is impossible to have inflation and
recession at the same time. All that
extra money the government keeps
pumping into the economy via
deficit spending is supposed to
represent extra purchasing power
to create demand for production
from otherwise unused industrial
capacity and unemployed workers.
It hasn't been working out that
way.
Under the circumstances one
would expect to see an increasing
interest in the one economic theory
which is consistent with the facts
by those interested in the people's
economic wellbeing. What we see
instead is a search for scapegoats:
Those corporations are trying to
increase profits by screwing the
public. All those laws and
regulatory agencies created to
protect the public are a mere
facade since those in the "ruling
classes" can get their way on all
issues affecting them.
Now before, whenI advocated a
free economy, I would be con
fronted with the spector of 19th
century conditions with sweat
shops, long hours, low wages and
other such horrors, a situtation
which would still exist but for the
intervention of the government
with the National Labor Relations
Act, minimum wage laws,
regulatory agencies, etc.
However, if all those govern
mental actions were at best
superfluous as is currently
believed, how does one explain the
increasing affluence enjoyed by
Americans since the I9th century?
One could, of course, explain it in
terms of the benevolence and
generosity of the "power elite,"
but then they are usually portrayed
as ruthless, vicious, stopping at
nothing in their insatiable lust for
profits.
In additiqn to all this, these same
voices are hailing the projected
decline in affluence. Books and
magazine articles declare that all
this prosperity is bad for us, is
depleting our resources, polluting
the environment, is at the expense
of the rest of the world, etc. Now,
they say, we are going to have to
get used to a more modest state of
existence.
(Continued on Page 8)

RN's meet
Your organization is alive and
well but it needs your support. It is
necessary to elect officers for the
year. The main purpose of the
organization this year is to keep
you informed on progress in the
nursing program. CSCSBRN's is
open to aU KN's oncampus. Please
attend the next meeting on October
27, 1976, at 6 p.m. in BI-129.

STWIEItTS
CkwdFoodA
BEER
Burgers-Chill
Hoc Dogs — Soupi
Pool Tables, Qames

CHtUMEM WELCOME
Paid for and authorized by the Shirley Pettis for Congress Committee,
an authorized committee of Shirley Pettis. Bill Leonard, Chairman;
Ron Hentschel, Treasurer. P.O. Box 426. San Bernardino, Ca. 92402

IK WOODEN NGXEL
S4SKSNQAUINL
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Activities

(Continuedfrom PegeA)

The Hot Flashes led by Dave
Jimmy The Freak's Fearless
"^uirrely" Decker, Bob - "All
Forecast
Limbs" Stein and their fearless
PANTIWAIST
leader, Bob "Teach" Blackey
1. MM Goods vs. Eba's
A game that pits sister, Connie of
the EBA'S, vs. Maria of the Goods.
The Goods like the other teams in
the league get an extra bye they
hadn't counted on. They play the
EBA'S.
Goods, if Connie's kids score on
you I'd give it up. Goods by 12.
2. Try-ers vs Cougars
The Cougars might be better, but
the lYy-ers might just be too gungho. The Try-ers may outscore the
Cougars. But the Cougars will
enjoy the game more. Try-ers by 6.

could not stop the Incredibulls, led
by the voluptious Walt Hawkins
and Chris "Turkey" Grenfell.

The games were all very close
and hard fought, but when the hot
air cleared, the Incredibulls had
won 3 straight.
For next week's game of the
week we will look at Ivan Glasco's
Manko vs. the Freshmen.

If you smell something funny in
the air, or see golf balls flying.
Then you know the Dover boys are
back in town. Yes, Roy Sievers,
Monty Pearson, Jack B.Hoffer and
Col. Efram Honeywell, USAF, Ret.
are planning to compete in the
intramural 3 par golf classic,
which will take place in November.
Like the famous Cartwright
2. Geeks vs. M.M.C.
Brothers, the infamous Dover boys
A game almost too close to call.
But if the MMC controls Ron Miller" also have a father named Ben.
and Ivan Glasco they will win. I
don't think the Geeks can stop the
versatile MMC offense. MMC by 7.
BLACK ANDBLUE

1. Raiders vs. Headhunters
Steve Buice's boys are an im{X'oving club, and are now good
OTough to win. But there is no love
lost betwe^i these clubs, and the
team who doesn't lose their temper
will be the probably winner.
Headhunters by 6.

Above, Ron Hinkle forces his way through the line. Below, Maria Myers outruns her opposition for a
touchdown. Photos by John Whitehair.
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3-Person Basketball

Here we are again, ready for
another season of 3-person
basketball. This year, however,
there will be one big change.
We will play basketball instead
of argue amongst ourselves as was
the case last year.
J. C. Wright, the commissioner,
has left no room for error in
preparing one of the best run in
tramural events this campus has
seen. Thanks, J.C
B-League Game of the Week

In the first week of action, the
Misfits, the team everyone expects
to win the league took command
with 3 straight wins over the
leagues Mental Midgets, the "I
Don't Cares".
All that can be said of this con
test is, it was close until the "I
don't Cares" showed up.
The Misfits picked .the right
name because A1 Diaz^^n Olsen,
Rich Harris and Steve Iftrnandez
don't belong in the "B" League.
Enjoy your T-shirts guys.
Next week's game of the week
pits the Mental Midgets against the
I.D.C. The I.D.C., an unlikely
combination of strength, Jim
Roessler, good looks, Jim Given,
and basketball ability in Connie
Myers. This game could end up
scoreless.
A-League Game of the Week

The big game in the "big boys"
league last week was a contest of
educators with the Incredibulls
meeting the Hot Flashes.

Classifieds
Female subjects (over 18 years of age)
are requested for Psychology Depart
ment Research in Hypnosis. Call Dennis
Harper to make arrangements for an
interview, 792-6522.
Found: 5-month old, cream color,
female dog with collar. Has long hair,
black tipped ears, nose and tail. FREE
TO GOOD HOME. 883-5220.

A.l.S.T. Low Cost Flight
to Europe, Israel, Japan,
Africa, Australia

(714)870-1031

465 W. Valencia. No. 1
Fullerton,

Cal. 92632

Tuesday, Oct. 26
Marine recruiters, Commons.
Human^ervices Meeting, 9 a.m., SS-171
Christian Life Club meeting, 12 noon, LC-276
ASB Senate meeting 12 noon, SS-171
IM Tennis singles, 3 p.m. P.E. Courts; Handball Singles,
3 p.m. P.E. Courts.
IOC meeting, 5 p.m., SS-171
Viiiage Council meeting, 5 p.m., C-219
ASB Executive Cabinet meeting, 7 p.m., SS-171.
Judicial Board Training meeting, 8:15 p.m., C-219.

Wednesday, Oct. 27
Marinet Recruiters, Commons.
ASB Election, 8 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.. South side, Library.
Open Wide Oral Cancer Detection ft Therapy Seminar,
9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., C-104.
LDSSA meeting, 9 a.m., C-219.
Newman Club meeting, 12 noon, C-219.
IM 3-person basn^tball, B League, 3 p.m.; A League,4 p.m..
Gym.

Thursday, Oct. 28
ASB Elections, 8 a.m.- 7:30 p.m., South Side, Library.
Day Care Center Bake Sale, all day, SS-4frium.
High School Career Day, 8 a.m. - 3 p.m., Gym, LC-500,
C-104.
Mecha club meeting, 12 p.m., LC-276
Economics Faculty meeting, 1 p.m., SS-171
ASB Sports Committee meeting, 5 p.m., PE-122
ASB Executive Cabinet meeting, 6:30 p.m., SS-171.
Donkey Basketball Game, 7 p.m., Large Gym.
Woodpushers Anonymous, 7 p.m. - midnight, SS-Atrium.

Friday, Oct. 29
Day Care Center Bake Sale, all day, SS-Atrium.
IM Flag Football, Pantiwaist League, 2:30 p.m.; Black ft Blue
League, 4 p.m., P.E. Fields.
Environmental Studies meeting, 10 a.m., SS-171.
Film: "The Man Who Laughs" and "Phantom of the
Opera," 7p.m. and 8:30 p.m., PS-10.

Saturday, Oct. 30
Day Hike, 9 a.m., Department P.E. Lot.
Halloween Party Activities Committee, 7p.m.-1 a.m., C-104.

Monday, Nov. 1
LSSDA meeting, 9 a.m., C-219.
Tertulia en Espanol, 11:30 a.m., C-125.
GSU meeting, 1:30 p.m., LC-277.
IM Co-ed Softball, 3 p.m., P.E. Fields.
Student Union meeting, 4 p.m., SS-171.

Liberals want prosperity?

(Continued from page 7)

The point isn't over whether it's
all true or not (It isn't), but the
fact that they are happy about it.
Thus all that ranting and raving
about conspiracies is not over
those who are being deprived, but
over those who aren't.
In short, liberals and leftists are
basically indifferent to poverty and
deprivation. It is the contemplation
of those who are not in poverty,
those
enjoying
material
possessions, that drive them up the
wall in outrage and anger (or in
case of themselves, guilt).
Those on the left want a decrease
in people's standard of living. The
evidence has always been around
us. The term "affluence" has
always been a dirty word. As far
back as I can remember, people
have always reproached each
other for their materialism,
"chasing the almighty dollar,"
"keeping up with the Joneses,"
selfishness, gluttony, greed, ad
nauseam. Such reproaches reeked
with hypocrisy and moral duplicity
since one did not usually find the
speakers divesting themselves of
their possessions to live in
voluntary poverty. Even less in
spiring were those whose actions
were consistent with their words.
(Remember
the
hippie
movement?)
Yes! But what about all those
feelings they like to display for the
poor and underpriviledg^? Yes
indeed! They do like to make those
mushy, slushy, misty-eyed,
thoroughly nauseating speeches

about the plight of the pov
stricken. They relish every
portunity to demonstrate
concern. And if reality d"
supply
enough
appropria
situations, for their concern,
will invent them.
In 1960, liberals were tal'
about 17 million people going to
hungry. In 1964, the num
swelled to 33 million. In 1966
number dropped to around
million. In 1969, CBS presented
documentary on "Hunger
America" displaying an infwhich allegedly had died of s'
vation; only it died of premat
birth. One can only begin
imagine their happiness as the i
situation begins to approxim
the dreamworld they have crea'
Since their sympathy for
poor is exceeded only by
hostility towards those not
it's about time their motives
examined. One could very
discover that issues betwe
capitalism, socialism, or
economy are only peripher
issues. That those decisio
ultimately depend upon
resolution of a more fundamen
issue: is the desire for mate
benefits right? Or is it wrong, to
morally condemned or at
cynically tolerated?
If the latter is the case, then i
perfectly right to destroy
wealth that has resulted from s
evil motives (the only we'
exists) which is what we
happening all around us today.

